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The advantage of bringing computation to field applications has led to an increase in location-based computing by many government and industrial organizations. Putting computing devices in the field creates a number of interesting challenges. Issues such as smaller screen size and weather complications are added to issues like varying levels of user ability. Adaptive interfaces provide the designer with the possibility of mitigating some of these challenges.

This thesis describes an error-based approach for adapting user interfaces to enhance performance in field settings. The proposed approach builds on vision and motor errors as a means of triggering the adaptive interface. The model and the current status of the approach are discussed.
CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW AND MOTIVATION

This chapter provides an introduction to the basics and the motivation behind the thesis. This also includes a brief overview on adaptive user interfaces and the overall structure of this thesis.

1.1 Introduction

An User Interface can relate to many types of interfaces to a computer. Any interface in which an user works on and interacts with fall under this category. The use of computation in field applications has increased. This in-turn has increased the number of location-based computing systems used. The usage of computing devices in the field provides with lots of challenges to deal with in extreme conditions like poor visibility, unexpected weather changes and many more. In such a situation the interaction of the user with the system can become very difficult. Adaptive interfaces are a way to counter these issues. In this thesis we discuss a model based on errors made by the user and the way for building an adaptive interface with the help of this model.

1.2 Adaptive User Interfaces and Models

An Adaptive User Interface is an user interface which adapts itself, changes its layout and rearranges the screen elements based on user needs. This makes the adaptive user interfaces useful in many areas. As a result, adaptive user interfaces form a formidable solution for many mobile applications. Mobile devices are an important area for making use of adaptive user interfaces. Mobile devices can support adaptive interfaces to meet the needs of different users. Adaptive interfaces can also be useful in aircraft displays and other military devices. Having
listed its uses we must also note that there will be a substantial increase in the complexity of designing such interfaces.

The construction of adaptive user interfaces can be streamlined by the use of models, which form a standard for creating these interfaces. There are several types of models capable of accommodating individual user requirements. This helps us to study and understand the behavior of users which later can be extended into the adaptive interfaces.

1.3 Computation in extreme conditions

As mentioned earlier, the use of computers has been extended to many areas. This in turn increases the amount of usage of user interfaces in those applications. By extreme conditions we refer to situations like a farm field during a severe weather, cockpit of a flight flying in a bad weather, military field applications, training operations and many more. Having listed them, we are aware that usage of technology in such areas is very predominant. Such environments can be highly difficult to work in. The users are susceptible to errors and hence the need for adaptive user interfaces becomes vital. While the techniques that we propose could be used in any environment, we have focused on field applications due to their susceptibility to external conditions.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis focuses on the models developed and details the implementation of those models. We present two models of an adaptive user interface based on user errors and provide a methodology for building the model from an existing interface design. Later we discuss about the implementation of those models. The implementation makes use of XML representations of the individual user interface screens. Our current implementation is based on Java, but this could be extended to other environments.

The chapters in this thesis are organized as follows:

Chapter 2 discusses the previous work done in adaptive user interfaces. It also discusses the use of models in building adaptive interfaces along with examples of work involved using
these models.

Chapter 3 describes the two models that have been developed - error model and interface model presented by us. It details the construction and usage of those models.

Chapter 4 looks at the implementation of the adaptive user interface based on the models described earlier in detail.

Chapter 5 wraps up the thesis by discussing the work and the future work which can be done to improve the models and adaptive user interface.
CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Adaptive User Interfaces refers to a very broad category of interfaces. It can be precisely defined as a user interface which has the ability to adapt and change based on the user’s performance. The interface is responsible for learning about the user differences and preferences in order to make the decision for the user. This can be achieved by constructing an user model. This chapter will examine the various approaches that have been proposed for modeling adaptive user interfaces. Further, the various challenges involved in developing the models for adaptive user interfaces will also be examined.

Several authors have looked at the possible ways for accommodating individual differences. In their paper Buring et al. (2006) analyzed the usability of user interface with respect to individual differences in spatial ability by using an interface which support zoom with overview and detail. They found out that the users were able to perform much faster using an interface which had detail rather than the one with an overview.

Vicente et al. (1988) conducted an experiment to compare the performance of users with high and low spatial abilities. They were able to overcome the poor performance due to low spatial ability by making some small changes to the interface like addition of extra commands. One important point to be considered is how far can we improve the usability of the systems? Each and every individual has a different set of cognitive skills and preferences. Benyon (1993) has differentiated the individual differences that are useful, those which are stable and have an impact on interaction. Stanney and Salvendy (1995) were successful in using visual mediators to accommodate low spatial individuals. Their experiment found it to be successful to improve the search performance of low spatial individuals.

Newell and Gregor (2000) suggested the development of a new inclusive design which includes people with disabilities. Keates et al. (2002) presented a methodological design approach
for implementing inclusive interface design. Pattison and Stedmon (2006) have discussed the use of an inclusive interface for cell phones concentrating on the usability issues related to older users. Krish (2009) in his paper about adaptive user interfaces for health-care systems discusses about the current knowledge, goals, and other significant characteristics of the user which are important for redesigned interfaces.

As seen above though high amount of work has been done on inclusive design approach, it should be noted that in an inclusive interface all the users are forced to use the same interface. This may not be the right solution. Interfaces appearing easier to use by a certain group of people may not be easier for a large number of people. Benyon (1993) has pointed out that such an interface would result in non-optimal interface for certain users.

Thus to provide a much more accommodating solution, user interfaces must possess the ability to adjust and adapt to individual user preferences or differences. There are wide varieties of device types, form factors and input methods which make it highly difficult for the programmers to create an interface which accommodates all these differences hence an automated adaptive system becomes necessary under these circumstances. It must be noted that there is a key difference between the interface being adaptable and adaptive. Adaptable interfaces are those in which the users are given a choice. These interfaces are always in user’s control, but not all adaptive interfaces are controlled by the users.

In their study Findlater and McGrenere (2004) found out that users responded well to adaptable and adaptive user interfaces over the static interfaces. Adaptive interfaces can be differentiated from adaptable interfaces by the means of their overall performance and details in implementation. Adaptive interfaces require extra overhead in implementation.

Modeling user behavior is an interesting area as it will help us with new insights on the nature of human interaction with systems. It standardizes the way of building an adaptive user interface. It is vital to create a model for the effective implementation of adaptive user interfaces. Kules (2000) has discussed several techniques of user modeling and adaptive systems. The paper also provides a set of guidelines in building an adaptive user interface, in which he has emphasized user modeling. In their design of an adaptive route advisor Rogers et.al. (2000) have used a model of driver preferences. The route advisor constantly updates the user model
by interacting with the user and gathering user preferences. In developing the personalized word assistant based on episodes identification and association, Liu et al. (2003) have recognized user behavior patterns and built a user profile that facilitates personalized interactions.

The most prevalent common example of adaptive user interfaces would correspond to those systems which are used to filter information and recommend users accordingly. Content based and collaborative filtering are among the basic approaches involved in adaptive systems. Balabanovic (1998) discuss a system which retains profiles for individuals and topics later combines their predictions to produce both content-based and collaborative behavior. Pat Langley (1997) discusses problems which involve more than just selecting from among a large set of documents or products. Horvitz et al. (1998) built statistical methods and cost-benefit approaches to identify decisions on informing users in the area of context-aware interfaces and environments.

Gajos et al. (2006) found that increasing the accuracy of the adaptive system significantly improved both performance and adaptive interface utilization. Further, both predictability and accuracy significantly increased participants’ satisfaction. Shankar et al. (2007) showcases statistically significant results which showed that an adaptive context-aware user interface can improve user-experience.

An adaptive interface is rated based on the effectiveness of the algorithms which are used to determine the differences and preferences of the users. Langley (1997) has suggested the use of machine learning algorithms for developing such interfaces. The adaptive interfaces must be able to build suggestion models which provide only recommendations to the user through the collective learning of user preferences/differences. It should be noted that the knowledge gained by the adaptive system must be capable of reflecting the preferences learnt.

Viano et al. (2004) developed an adaptive interface that focuses on the state of the process and state of the user. Tsandilas and Shraefel (2004) have examined the accuracy of algorithms for predicting user performance and satisfaction. Taylor et al. (2009) investigated the use of user error detection as a means of adapting web pages to suit the abilities of older adults.

This thesis aims at modeling an adaptive user interface based on the errors made by the users in the process of interacting with the system. It’s intuitive that errors made by a user can be easily corresponded to adapting the system such that it minimizes the errors committed by
the user. The system built is capable of indexing the components on the interface, capturing
the errors made by the user and produce multiple interfaces based on user preferences and/or
errors made by the user.
CHAPTER 3. MODELS

This chapter describes the models based on which the adaptive user interfaces are built.

3.1 Error Model

A user is likely to make errors while using an interface, especially in adverse conditions. These user errors occur for many reasons. Some of them are:

- Environmental conditions (e.g., Low visibility)
- User limitations (e.g., Poor motor skills)
- Complexity of the interface

Our model focuses on tapping errors such as a user missing a button while tapping, incorrect taps where the user taps a wrong button, reversals and text entry errors. It is not easy to identify the reasons behind these types of errors. The reason for a missed tap can be anything from a user not being able to locate the button to the user not being able to hit the button properly. Figure 3.1 lists the types of errors supported by this model.

The two types of tapping errors supported are reversals and missed taps. A reversal refers to the act of a user where he/she taps on a component and “quickly” reverses the action. The model supports missed taps by maintaining a threshold value for the distance around each component. If the missed tap is within the range of the threshold of a particular component then that tap is considered as a missed tap for that component.

The taps which do not fall under the radius of any of the components threshold value are considered to be errant taps. A series of errant taps suggests that the user might have difficulty in accessing the right component. Thus by capturing repeated errant taps we can increase the threshold value for that particular component to capture the missed taps.
3.2 Interfaces

3.2.1 XML Representation

The use of an XML representation is very useful in creating the automatic error correction code. This also helps us to build an index of components. The benefits of indexing components come into picture when there are a large number of components present in the interface. The indexing helps us speed up the process of using our error model. The process of indexing and its uses are explained more in detail in the implementation section.

For building the xml representation all we need is the physical location of the components in the screen/layout. All the components which we include in the interface are physically represented by a bounding box. It should be noted that the physical location of the components refers to the location of the components with respect to the layout and not the screen of the device. Usually, the location of the components will be related to the location which appears on the screen of the device. In reality, there might be situations where the size of the screen built for an application can be much larger than the original size of the device's screen. Hence, to accommodate all types of screen size the physical location of the components must be relative to the screen of the interface, as opposed to the device.

Components like label and description text which are trivial must also be considered while
making an entry about the location of non-trivial items like textboxes, radio buttons and other such components in to the XML representation. This gives us the exact representation of the whole interface, which is very useful for the external model discussed below to create the code automatically.

Figure 3.2  A sample user interface.

The component’s name and its location form the essence of the xml representation. The location of the components are identified by the corresponding x,y co-ordinates of the components top left corner and bottom right corner both with respect to the outermost frame, this also gives us the measure of the components size. We also have the information about the overall size of the interface. A sample user interface and its corresponding XML representation are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Figure 3.3  Fragment of XMLRepresentation for screen shown in Figure 3.2.
3.2.2 External Interface Model

The user interface of an existing application consists of a set of screens. Each screen has a set of subtasks (T) associated with it. In our current model, we define two types of tasks: transition tasks and enhancement tasks. Transition tasks complete a task for current screen and transfer control to a new screen. Enhancement tasks either change the structure or add data to a component of the current screen, but the user continues to process the same screen content. For each \( t \in T \), there is a set of components.

Let \( s \) be a screen from an existing application that has \( k \) tasks assigned to it. If \( s \) has more than one task assigned to it, we allow the introduction of new screens that only provide a proper subset of the tasks assigned to \( s \). We use the term error-based screens to indicate these new screens. For each \( s \) and the set of error-based screens that can be generated from it, we define an action tree for screen \( s \) to be a labeled, directed tree that has \( s \) as its root node, screens with a single task (or stand alone tasks) assigned as its leaves, and intermediate nodes (screens) have at least one less task than their parents and at least one more task than any of its children. Moreover, any tasks assigned to a node must have also been assigned to its parent. Nodes are labeled with the task type (transition or enhancement) and edges are labeled with a conjunction of equalities of the form ‘error type=count’, where count is the number of errors of this type that cause transition to the error-based screen.

![Figure 3.4 Interface graph for a simple three screen user interface.](image)

An interface graph is a labeled, directed graph \( G = \{(N,E),L\} \), where \( N \) is the set of screens created for an application. Figure 3.4 shows an interface graph for an application using three
screens. We omit the XML label due to space limitations. The screens in \( N \) are of two types, namely, screens from the original application and error-based screens. \( L \) is the set of directed edges \( (n_1, n_2) \) such that \( n_1, n_2 \in N \) and a user can move from screen \( n_1 \) to screen \( n_2 \) either by completing a task on \( n_1 \) or by reaching an error threshold on \( n_1 \).

The labels are represented by \( L = L_1 \cup L_2 \), where \( L_1 \) is the set of node labels and \( L_2 \) is the set of edge labels. Each label \( l \in L_1 \) consists of the XML representation of the screen as defined in the previous subsection and the node type (existing, transition, or enhancement). Labels in \( L_2 \) are literals expressions consisting of the conjunction of the ‘error type=count’ raised on \( n_1 \), or the name of the completed task.

![Sample action tree for screen1 in Figure 3.4.](image)

Figure 3.5  Sample action tree for screen1 in Figure 3.4.

Once we have the task set(s), the task set types, and the error types/counts, we can generate the action tree for each screen in the original user interface. Figure 3.5 illustrates a sample action tree for screen1 (Figure 3.4). The example assumes that screen1 has two tasks that can be identified, namely, a transition task and an enhancement task. The action tree can be integrated with the original interface graph to form the interface graph for the error-based user interface (Figure 3.6). The resulting interface graph provides the information needed to automatically generate the layout portion and the error capture and analysis portion.
Figure 3.6 Interface graph resulting from the integration of the action tree with transition/enhancement labels omitted.

The implementation of these models is discussed in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter details of the implementation of the models are discussed. Java and Java Swing has been mainly used for the interface implementation, along with XML and the DOM parser for the XML representation of the interface. Figure 4.1 shows a sample screen. It will form a running example on which all the implementation details will be discussed in detail. The sample screen is a simple interface used to collect the personal information of a candidate. Once the user fills in all the information and clicks the submit button the information will be stored in the user database. The interface makes use of basic java swing components like labels, textboxes, text area, checkboxes, radio buttons and command button.

4.1 Implementation of the XML representation

Let us look at the implementation of the XML representation of the interface. The goal of this module is to create a XML file which represents the components and the user interface itself. Hence, for this purpose the name of the components, size of the components and their corresponding location are needed. This XML representation will be useful in situations where we need to recreate the interface as a whole or in part. The XML representation also aids us in indexing the components based on their location.

As shown in the Figure 4.1 the screen consists of various swing components ranging from labels to buttons. All of these components must be present in the XML representation of the interface. In Java, DOM class can be used to create a XML file. Initially, an empty Document is created with the *DocumentBuilder class*. Next step involves defining all the XML contents with *Element class*. Finally, the *Transformer class* is used to output all the XML content in a File.
Each of the swing components like labels, textboxes, panels and many more are defined as separate elements. Using the container class the whole interface is passed into a loop as a container of Java swing elements. In the successive iteration the component types are identified using the instanceof operator. The name, size and location of the component are also retrieved and added to the element. It is imperative to note that the components must have a valid name in order to create the xml representation. In the case of an unnamed component it will be named with an arbitrary name which can be easily related to the component.

A component is located by its top-left corner position. This is embedded within the start XML tag. The end tag has the bottom-right corner position of the component. Thus by this way both the start and end tag collectively represents the size and location of a component. A sample code snippet used to add the JButton component in the XML representation is presented below and its corresponding XML entry is showed in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.1 Sample Interface
if(child instanceof JButton)
{
    if(child.getName() != null)
    {
        Element button = doc.createElement(child.getName());
        Element start = doc.createElement("Start");
        Element x1 = doc.createElement("X1");
        Element y1 = doc.createElement("Y1");
        Element end = doc.createElement("End");
        Element x2 = doc.createElement("Y2");
        Element y2 = doc.createElement("Y2");
        x1.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(Integer.toString(components.get(child.getName())).x));
        y1.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(Integer.toString(components.get(child.getName())).y));
        x2.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(Integer.toString(components.get(child.getName())).x + child.getWidth()));
        y2.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(Integer.toString(components.get(child.getName())).y + child.getHeight()));
        start.appendChild(x1);
        start.appendChild(y1);
        end.appendChild(x2);
        end.appendChild(y2);
        button.appendChild(start);
        button.appendChild(end);
        buttons.appendChild(button);
    }
}
Implementing an index for the components present in the interface helps reducing the search time and comparison time of the components in developing the error model. We have the necessary details for creating an index in the xml representation of the interface.

Indexing the components based on a point on the component would be a proper fit. For this purpose we can use the centroid of the component or any one of the corner of the component. But such an idea would not suit the best in all scenarios. One such scenario where this idea would not work is illustrated in the Figure 4.3. As shown in the figure, there are two components located close to each other but the sizes of these components differ by a large margin. Visually it is clear that the tap is intended for the 'Name' textbox. Let us consider that either centroid of the components or any one corner of the components (marked by a dot) is used for indexing. In this scenario, once the location of the missed tap is compared with the closest distance in the index it will yield the 'Age' textbox as the result. Hence, the concept of single point
indexing will mislead the detection of missed taps. On the other hand, having too many points for indexing increases the complexity of the implementation.

![SUBMIT](image)

**Figure 4.4** Top-left and Bottom-right corners of a component

The key to this is that the boundary of the component must be considered while implementing the index. Each specified boundary returns only one component. This leaves us with the option of considering the top-left corner and bottom-right corner (Figure 4.4) of a particular component. Any component represented using Java-Swing has a rectangular boundary for it. Even while considering a component like a radio button, it is bounded by a rectangular area to accept input (Figure 4.5).

![Sex: Male Female](image)

**Figure 4.5** Rectangular boundary around components

By choosing both top-left corner and bottom-right corner of a component it is guaranteed that all physical features of that component like height, width and location can be taken into consideration. As we need to consider the boundary of the components for indexing, a two level indexing is maintained. The first level contains the ’x’ coordinates of the points and the second level contains the ’y’ coordinates of the points.

The data type used for the indexing is *HashMap*. A sample definition of an index is shown below.

```java
Map indexX = new HashMap<Integer, ArrayList<String>>();
Map indexY = new HashMap<Integer, ArrayList<String>>();
```

As shown, the index is a hash map of Integer and an array of Strings. The integer value corresponds to the ’x’ or ’y’ value of the component’s top-left corner or bottom-right corner.
The array holds the name of the component which has one of its corners in the position indicated by the integer.

Figure 4.6 shows a sample of the index created for the screen shown in Figure 4.1. The usage of these indices to narrow down the components to be compared for the error model is explained in the next section.

![X-Index and Y-Index](chart.png)

**Figure 4.6** Sample of Index created for the screen shown in Figure 4.1.

### 4.3 Implementation of Error model

The error model implemented makes use of the XML representation and the indexing of components discussed in the previous section. This model identifies the errors committed by the user while using the interface. By the term error it refers to those taps/clicks of the user which takes place outside the area of any of the components used in the interface. A threshold distance is maintained around each of the click-able components, such that if the tap lies within that range then it is considered as a *missed tap* corresponding to that particular component. If the tap is not inside any of the boundary then it is considered to be as an *errant tap*.

A *mouse listener* is added to the screen/interface. This helps us to retrieve the mouse click event for this interface. The value of the mouse click obtained is relative to the JFrame screen. Notice that mouse clicks and taps are the same event to the mouse listener. With the help of the index created for the components, an array of components to be compared is narrowed down. As there are two levels of index, one for x-axis and another for y-axis, the 'x' and 'y'
coordinates of the mouse click is retrieved. These values are run through the indices to obtain
the components to be compared for which the adaptive code has to be applied. While browsing
through the index two values are retrieved, one greater and another lesser than the recorded
click/tap (Figure 4.7). This in-turn returns the list of components which should be compared
with the tap.

As indicated above the idea is to obtain two values from the index. Two flags are maintained,
one for finding the immediate lesser value and another to find the immediate higher value. A
fragment of the code used for finding out the components to compare is shown below.

```java
for(int key: indexX.keySet())
{
    if(key<me.getPoint().x && key>smallKey)
    smallKey=key;
    if(key>me.getPoint().x && key<largeKey)
    largeKey=key;
}
if(smallKey==-1)
{
    int count=0;
    for(int key: indexX.keySet())
    {
```
if(count==0)
prevKey=key;
if(key<prevKey)
{
smallKey=key;
prevKey=key;
}
count++;}
prevKey=-1;
}

if(largeKey==5000)
{
for(int key: indexX.keySet())
{
if(key<=smallKey && key>prevKey)
{
largeKey=key;
prevKey=key;
}
}
prevKey=-1;
}

for(String component : indexX.get(smallKey))
{
componentsToCompare.add(component);
This index helps us to reduce the components to be compared to a maximum of four components at any time. We end up choosing two entries from x-index and two from y-index. In some situations the components to be compared can even be lesser than four. There might be situation where both the entries retrieved from an index correspond to a same component. In the event of not using an index all the components present in the interface has to be compared which will reduce the efficiency by increasing the processing time to a greater extent. Thus a considerable amount of computation time is reduced. The next step is to find which of those selected components is nearer to the click/tap made by the user. If this distance lies inside the threshold value then the tap is considered as a missed tap pertaining to this component.

Figure 4.8 Example of a missed tap

The process of determining the closest component to the tap is not as simple as it sounds. Here we need to find which point(s) in the component has to be compared with for finding the closest distance from the tap. The boundary outside the component is taken into consideration which indicates the threshold distance, and if the point/tap is present inside this boundary we determine that the missed tap corresponds to that component (Figure 4.8 and 4.9). If there is more than one boundary inside which the tap falls in then we consider four corners and the midpoints of each axis of the components to compare the distance and determine the component which was missed.

If the tap is a missed tap the interface can be made to behave adaptive to the user’s action
by changing the size of the component for which the missed tap was recorded. There is lots of potential use by this model which is further discussed in the future works.

4.4 Implementation of External Interface Model

The external model is a separate model operating individually from the other models discussed previously. This model helps us to create multiple interfaces from a single interface. In this section, we will discuss about the implementation of software that breaks up interface screens, which will aid the process of implementing the external model. This software takes a particular interface as its input and produces several sub interfaces. Currently, a designer manually determines how existing screens can be broken up. The selection window of this model is shown in Figure 4.10.
As shown in Figure 4.10, the interface is embedded in a frame adjacent to the list of components present in the interface. The designer can choose any number of components from the list so that a new interface is created with the selected components. Once the components are selected, the component name and its size are obtained from the xml representation along with its location in the original screen. Using the details obtained, java code is generated automatically for the new screen which contains the selected components.

The first step involved is to initialize the selection window. The outermost JFrame of the original interface is obtained. This JFrame is run through a loop to obtain its children in all the levels. The code fragment used for obtaining all the child components is presented below.

```java
public void loop(Container c)
{
    for(Component child : c.getComponents())
    {
        if(child instanceof JTextField)
        {
            if(child.getName()!null)
                listModel.addElement(child.getName());
        }
        else if(child instanceof JLabel)
        {
            if(child.getName()!null)
                listModel.addElement(child.getName());
        }
        else if(child instanceof JRadioButton)
        {
            if(child.getName()!null)
```
listModel.addElement(child.getName());
}
else if(child instanceof JTextArea)
{
if(child.getName()! = null)
listModel.addElement(child.getName());
}
else if(child instanceof JCheckBox)
{
if(child.getName()! = null)
listModel.addElement(child.getName());
}
else if(child instanceof JButton)
{
if(child.getName()! = null)
listModel.addElement(child.getName());
}
else if(child instanceof JPanel)
{
loop(((Container) child));
}
else if(child instanceof Container)
{
loop(((Container) child));
}
After obtaining the details of all the children, a selection list is created which contains the name of the components. A new screen is created which acts as the selection window. This screen contains both the original interface and the selection list. A total of three JPanels are used. One is the panel obtained from the original JFrame. Next panel contains the selection list that lists the names of the components present in the first panel. The above two panels are embedded in a single panel and is presented in a JFrame as a selection interface. The designer chooses the components which need to be presented in a new interface. After the creation of a new sub interface the components are removed from both the old interface as well as from the selection list (Figure 4.11).
An important thing to be noted is that in the creation of new interfaces the components that are selected are not created from the scratch for the new interface. Those components are retrieved directly from the original interface as a Java object and are added to the new interface. Hence, the properties of those objects remain unchanged. For example let us assume that a particular component has a mouse listener event. During the construction of the new screen, the mouse listener event is also transferred along with the component.

This external interface model can be used in tandem with the error model described earlier. If a user commits multiple errors then the error model can be extended to display the selection model to create multiple new screens.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This thesis described the user interface models developed for location-based applications. The reason for special emphasis on location-based applications is the susceptibility of the user interfaces in adverse conditions. We have focused on errors made by the users as a basis of forming the model. Later this can even be extended to user patterns which can support the model and also increase the error types supported by the model.

A sample application was created in which the two models were implemented and has been presented. These models can be added to any existing Java applications which process the interface, capture the errors and produces new screens automatically based on users selection.

Users are prone to commit errors while using the interfaces in location-based applications on fields in adverse conditions. The model developed can be tested more accurately in a real time setting where adverse weather conditions exist. It is not easy to test under these scenarios. Hence, virtual reality might be one of the best ways to test the stability of this model and can give helpful insights on how to improve the model. We can create the virtual environment of severe weather conditions or conditions where the visibility is less and hence we can test the accuracy of this model.

Apart from location-based applications these models can also be extended to other applications such as mobile devices and other handheld devices where user interfaces plays a vital role in communicating with the users. The idea of creating a model by itself helps to study the user preferences and will aid in improving the design of the interface.
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